
Mar 31

IN THE NEWS: There Is No Democracy in Israel while the Occupation 
Continues: FRIENDS the postage stamp nation of Zion and it 14 million Jews
in the world human society has been an Apartheid nation from its 
beginning. They run a concentration camp in Gaza for Palestinians and have
caused the creation of 53 Palestinians refugee camps in the Middle East 
while they allow the right of return for all Jews in the world but not any 
Palestinians they have forced out of their homeland. Without the backing of 
the USA Zion would be nothing. And there are the loud crying Zionist about 
the Nazi Holocaust and Anti-Semitism globally when the Palestinians are 
Semites same as the Jews (the Jews being children of Abraham through 
Isaac and the Palestinians being children of Abraham through Ismael the 
first born of Abraham) making the Jews the most rabid anti-Semites on the 
planet. The most obvious is the most hidden. Well Biden has the Zionist 
number and is ready to crash their fantasies with a plan for a One State 
solution and the end of Israel. BDS Zion. Friends my fight is not with the 
Jews but with the radical right Zionist who want to abandon democracy for 
the greater Theocracy of Zion: copying the Islamic Theocracy of Iran. Let 
those who have ears hear and those who have eyes see. Dr John 
WorldPeace JD Jn 14: 25 and the only global advocate for peace and 
WorldPeace. 

Mar 31

IN THE NEWS: 'Kick Russia out of the UN': Group prepares legal challenge as
Russia gets set to take UN Security Council presidency: FRIENDS those of 
you who have been watching my tweets know that I have been for months 
advocating suspending Russia from the UN until Putin gets out of Ukraine. 
The prime directive of the UN was to prevent another war in Europe right 
after the end of WWII. And the UN and the rest of the world has done 
nothing to shut down Russia at the expense of chaos imposed on millions of
Ukrainian lives. Oh the UN did charge Putin as a war criminal. By the way 
did anyone inform Putin about this. Just like Hitler who was appeased as he 
kept advancing his troops with a nice smile on his face until he rolled into 
Poland then Europe got the message. When Putin took over the Crimea and 
no one said or did much, why wouldn't he roll into the rest of Ukraine. 
Russia has fired so many bullets that he is going to King Blob of North Korea
and begging weapons. Funny I thought China was Putins new buddy. Well 
you cant tell the players or the sides anymore without a program. Here is 
the bottom line. Putin is stuck in Ukraine and the world watches helpless 
and apathetic. VOICES CALLING VOICES CRYING - SOME ARE BORN, SOME 
ARE DYING - LISTEN TO THE WORDS LONG WRITTEN DOWN 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=nJhgEMKLuHI… Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14: 
25 and the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 

https://t.co/s9aq6jUQ2V


Mar 31

IN THE NEWS: Donald Trump indicted by Manhattan grand jury on more 
than 30 counts related to business fraud: FRIENDS I love the way the 
prosecutor sucker punched Trump by acting like he was afraid of Trump's 
big mouth when he said the grand jury would take a break to the end of 
April and then filed the Trump indictment the next day which left Trump and
his people with their mouths hanging open and their pants down. This is 
almost as good as Disney screwing DeSantis by voiding the legislative take 
over of Disney. Never under estimate a 100 year old mouse with a global 
business loved by all. So the DA made a fool out of Trump and the Mouse 
had sex with DeSantis. I laughed until my guts ached. Dr John WorldPeace 
JD Jn 14:25 and the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 

Mar 31

IN THE NEWS: The Idaho legislature on Thursday evening passed the 
nation's first law that makes it illegal for minors to travel out-of-state to get 
an abortion without parental consent. The bill now heads to the governor's 
desk. Why it matters: This is the first time that a state has put a law on the 
books that restricts its residents from interstate travel for abortion access. 
Idaho already has a near-total abortion ban in place. Neighboring 
Washington and Oregon allow minors to get an abortion without their 
parent's consent. FRIENDS these state laws are on their face 
unconstitutional for many reasons. All these laws make the state the 
guardian, surrogate parents of all these children grown from unwanted 
fetuses and are by family law required to pay and provide child support for 
all these unwanted and unintended fetuses they demand to be born. Here is
the solution. When a female becomes pregnant, she automatically takes her
certificate of pregnancy from a doctor to the State House and files an intent
to have an abortion. The State then allows the abortion or is by law required
to receive the fetus as a surrogate parent and provide for these fetuses 
forced to be carried full term through college. In fact, the State government 
is mandated to have an on site facility to provide the needs of the fetus' 
womb mother and deliver the fetus when it is ready to be born. All this 
brought to you by White Republican fake Christians who in each election 
scream and holler for less government. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14: 25 and
the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace 

Mar 31

These damned fake elitist, exlcusionary hell bound American Christians 
have declared open war on children, LGBGTQueers, Blacks, nonChristians, 
freaks in general, the poor, artists, poets, non Republicans, creative 



thinkers, the homeless, the sick, the weird, non conformists, the ugly, the 
handicapped and other cripples, those with college educations from secular 
colleges. The true Christians are all-inclusive, democratic. True Americans 
are all-inclusive, democratic. True Christians believe in the Radical Liberal 
Left message of Jesus who Trump curses of "do unto others" heal the sick, 
shelter the homeless, feed the hungry, welcome strangers who may well be
angels, go around doing good. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14: 25 and the only
global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 

Mar 30

IN THE NEWS ‘Critical first step’: US Senate votes to repeal Iraq war powers 
Advocates say the vote shows progress in efforts to reform legal 
architecture of the US’s post-9/11 ‘war on terror’. FRIENDS the tensions in 
the Middle East have not disappeared. The threat to America is ongoing. We
need to leave things alone for now. The Republicans did not want out of 
Afghanistan and are investigating Biden for withdrawing. But now they want
to get out of Iraq and the Middle East. A lack of consistency militarily shows 
weakness. When there is true peace in the Middle East we can talk about 
withdrawing our early warning troups. Dr John WorldPeace JD jn 14: 25 and 
the only global advocate of peace and worldPeace. 

Mar 30

IN THE NEWS Suspected truck thief fatally shot by vehicle owner who 
tracked him using AirTag, police say: FRIENDS it will not take many of these 
kinds of events showing the effectiveness of AirTags and car theft will 
dramatically be reduced. I can even envision vigilante groups forming that 
will stop all thefts of cars with tags. Tags can easily be hidden. The 
effectiveness would be greatly enhanced with a website of head shots of 
damaged car thieves by the shoot first and then call the cops rules. These 
victims could hang the ears of thieves from their rear view mirrors. Or just 
plastic ones with a name and date written on it would stop a lot of car theft.

Mar 30

IN THE NEWS. The previous board, which was known as the Reedy Creek 
Improvement District and controlled by Disney, approved the agreement on
Feb. 8, the day before the Florida House voted to put the governor in 
charge. FRIENDS punks like DeSantis think that the office of governor is like 
a kingship. He thought Disney stupid and the brain trust at Disney was 
inferior to the delusional brain pan of a 5 foot tall governor with a god 
complex. So Disney seems to have shut down DeSantis for about 30 years 
into the future. What a mentally retarded fake human being is DeSantis. 



How did he get through Harvard and Yale? Lied like Santos?? I cant wait 
until Trump unloads on him like a mentally challenged meme. 

Mar 29

IN THE NEWS: It could cost California more than $800 billion to compensate 
Black residents for generations of over-policing, disproportionate 
incarceration and housing discrimination, economists have told a state 
panel considering reparations. The preliminary estimate is more than 2.5 
times California’s $300 billion annual budget: FRIENDS this is absolute 
nonsense for 3 basic reasons: 1) No black can prove any personal damages 
related to discrimination AND if they could they would have already filed 
suits. 2) The money will not change anything about current discrimination 
practices. It will just put money into the pockets of Blacks who are not going
to contribute much of anything to stop existent discrimination but will just 
waste it on personal things. 3) And this is the biggest hypocritical issue: 
What about the slaughter and land theft from tens of millions of Native 
Americans. And there is the issue of Black Buffalo Soldiers participating in 
the genocide of Native Americans and not one single Black vote for 
reparations to Native Americans. 4) So here is the question: What was 
worse, slavery of Blacks or genocide of the Native Americans. Worse to be a
slave or worse to be dead? 5) And the obvious question: why is there no 
obvious discussions about genocide reparations. How can you get worked 
up about reparations for Blacks and not about genocide and the theft of 
every square foot of America. 6) Solution: Bring genocide reparations into 
the Black reparations conversation or forget slavery reparations. Dr John 
WorldPeace JD jn 14: 25 the only global advocate for peace and 
WorldPeace. 230329. 

Mar 28

Former New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie wondered if the Republican field has 
what it takes to stop former President Donald Trump. Christie challenged 
Republicans to find someone who can do to Trump “what I did to Marco” 
Rubio — a callback to his 2016 debate-stage evisceration of the Republican 
senator from Florida — “because that’s the only thing that’s going to 
defeat” Trump. “You have to be fearless, because he will come back — and 
right at you,” Christie said. “And that means you need to think about who’s 
got the skill to do that, and who’s got the guts to do that, because it’s not 
going to end nicely.” FRIENDS there is no one in either party that can take 
on Trump head to head and that is me. See my anti-Trump website: 
https://impeachpresidenttrumpusa.com Back in 2016 Trump went at me on 
Twitter. After 30 minutes his post was taken down by his handlers. "Dont 
mess with WorldPeace." As with others in the past, they know they cannot 
defeat me in a debate on Zoom. Traveling to debates is a giant waste of 

https://t.co/KIWdEj3SRk


time. I post a lot of hard core commentary. Going back to 1988 when I 
changed my name, no one has taken me on. Who are my main adversaries,
politicians and corporate Christian preachers and religionists in general. See
my website "http://KingofkingsLordoflords.com" Within 30 minutes, a face 
to face with Trump would show him disengaging and leaving the stage like a
whipped dog. Dr John WorldPeace JD jn 14:25 and I am the only global 
advocate for peace and WorldPeace 230328 

Mar 28

Donald Trump’s demagogic attacks on prosecutors investigating criminal 
charges against him are aimed at riling up his base and could spark 
violence, but show no signs of letting up as a potential indictment in at 
least one case looms, say legal experts. At campaign rallies, speeches and 
on social media Trump has lambasted state and federal prosecutors as 
“thugs” and claimed that two of them – who are Black – are “racist”, 
language designed to inflame racial tension. He has also used anti-Semitic 
tropes by referring to a conspiracy of “globalists” and the influence of 
billionaire Jewish financier George Soros Former Watergate prosecutor Philip
Lacovara told the Guardian that Trump’s lawyers are deploying different 
legal tactics in the investigations. Former DoJ officials and experts expect 
Trump and his lawyers will keep up a frenzied stream of hyperbolic attacks 
and legal actions. “This is more of what we saw during the election,” said 
former deputy attorney general Donald Ayer who served in the George HW 
Bush administration. “He throws up gibberish and obstruction.” FRIENDS 
what you are seeing is how the rich can manipulate the judicial system. 
Money wins and defends lawsuit. The law is a conflict oriented greed driven 
system. After 20 years as a practicing attorney, I could not tolerate it any 
longer. The law is not about conflict resolution but about conflict 
prolongation until the client runs out of money. The law is one of 8 entities 
that are charged with maintaining and increasing the level of peace in the 
world human society but in fact is used to achieve just the opposite. The 
core driver is the predatory nature of human beings. Dr John WorldPeace JD 
Jn 14:25 and the only global Advocate for peace and WorldPeace 230328 

Mar 28

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE BOOK OF REVELATION. FRIENDS, it is time to 
confront the false book of Revelation which is sworn to be truth by the false 
Evangelical, Fundamentalist and Baptist Christian preachers. None have 
dared to debate me on Zoom. Let me give you the truth about prophecy 
which is what the Book of Revelation is. Every prophecy has some elements
of truth. The Book of Revelation is prophesy and there is some hints of truth
within it. But overall it is false. Two examples why the Book of Revelation is 
false. Jesus said over and over, MY KINGDON IS NOT OF THIS EARTH. The 

https://t.co/DH8qRnniCb


Book of Revelation says Jesus will return and set up his Kingdom on earth. 
WRONG. Second, Jesus in his last message before he went invisible said "I 
will be with you always." The false Book of Revelation says Jesus left and 
will return in a Second Coming. WRONG. When Jesus rose from the dead he 
did not take up his dead human body but took up his Spiritual body. A 
spiritual body can appear and disappear, walk through walls ascend into the
sky. A human body cannot do this. When Jesus rose into the sky at the end 
of his physical ministry he did not leave the earth but went invisible. How 
many people in the last 2000 years have claimed to see Jesus. An untold 
number. Jesus did not leave. Why did he go invisible? A couple of things. 
"Do you think it makes any sense that Jesus would kick the Pope to the curb
and sit on a golden throne in Rome seeing human beings in a line that 
circles the world a hundred times. NONSENSE!!! Jesus hated the Jewish 
Religious bureaucrats who crucified him. He never had anything good to say
about them. Jesus was a spiritual teacher not a bureaucratic religionist. At 
the end of the Book of John 21: 25 it says if all the miracles of Jesus were 
recorded all the books in the world could not hold them. Yet Jesus died on 
the cross with only a handful of women present. I tell you if anyone who 
experienced one of Jesus' miracles was truly grateful they would still be 
standing at the base of the cross to this day. Such is the evil of the world 
human society. So now Jesus works his miracles all over the earth in private 
with those in need. Infinite prayers are answered moment to moment 
without Jesus ever appearing. Those miracles are sworn to by those who 
receive them every single moment. JESUS NEVER LEFT and so he will not 
return per the Book of Revelation. We have entered into a period of great 
transition and the uplifting of the world human society has begun. The 
present condition of the world human society is due to spiritual ignorance. 
The world human society has turned from God to money as god and has 
brought chaos in the world. ~ Yesterday in the New York Post a survey 
article stated "Interestingly, 45% of both Republicans and Democrats 
deemed money “very important” while just 36% of independents said the 
same". It is laughable for people to put their faith and trust in money. "It is 
evidence of the confusion in the world human society where they have 
come to believe that the finite mortal earth dreamscape is the truth and the
infinite immortal spiritual dreamscape of God is the illusion." Repeat this 
over and over until you understand it. A person's money DOES NOT 
SURVIVE DEATH!!! WAKE UP!!! Dr John WorldPeace JD jn 14:25 The only 
global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 

Mar 28

FRIENDS do you know what a Jonah is? Jonah was a man who defied God 
and while trying to run from God by ship was found by his fellow travelers 
that he, Jonah, was the cause of the sea about to sink their boat. It was 
determined that Jonah had to be thrown overboard and as soon as that was 



done the sea settled down." Trump is the current day American Jonah. He is 
supported by White racists and false corporate Christians and their false 
preachers now going under the name of Christian Nationalism. FRIENDS 
Jesus was not political because his kingdom is not of this earth. Jesus 
repeated this over and over and over. Jesus said give unto Caesar what is 
Caesar's and what is God's to God. These Fundamentalist, Baptist, 
Evangelical Christians are morphing that message of Jesus into Christian 
Nationalism which is an abomination to God and Jesus. God's wrath is 
growing. It began when Notre Dame in Paris was almost burned to the 
ground between Palm Sunday and Easter in 2019. Then came the Covid and
now climate change, which is the determination by the rich nations and rich
elite in America (the Light of the World) who worship money over God and 
who support Trump. America suffered the ravages of fire in the Western US 
as well as drought and now uncontrolled flooding that has eliminated the 
drought that was about to destroy California to unrelenting Atmospheric 
Rivers that have devastated the USA from California to New York. Trump 
cursing of the Radical Liberal Left message of Jesus is the source of what is 
happening to America. If you want the chaos to end in America then you 
understand that Trump is a Jonah and stop supporting him and his hatred 
for Jesus's Radical Liberal Left message and any Christian preacher who 
supports him in any way and absolutely and immediately reject the false 
teaching of Christian Nationalism. Dump Trump completely and the 
American ship will right itself immediately to deal with other problems. You 
are seeing in Israel the damnation of Netanyahu by God who has awakened 
the Liberal Left of Zion. Radical nationalism whose primary source and 
example was Nazi Germany was was devastated by America and Britain 
and their allies. Radical right politics is not sustainable anywhere in the 
World Human Society. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14: 25 ~ 230328 

Mar 28

"Although we support the administration's goal of managing migration at 
the U.S.-Mexico border by creating new efficiencies in the asylum system, 
this rule violates our legal obligations to protect refugees fleeing 
persecution and usurps Congressional authority by adding unlawful bars to 
asylum eligibility," the senators added. FRIENDS the Reds try to put the 
Immigration problem on Biden but the problem is equally imposed on 
Democrats and Reds. The United States cannot take in all the persecuted in
the World Human Society. The US has allowed a free flow of immigrants 
from and through Mexico because American businesses wanted cheap 
undocumented labor for jobs that Americans refused to take. So the Reds 
whose only metric is money allowed immigration to get out of hand. I lived 
in Texas from birth in 1948 until 2011 when the Toxic racism became too 
much too much for me to bear. The rich Whites wanted cheap labor and to 
that goal they allowed such a free flow of illegal migrants from Mexico, 



called "wetbacks" (referencing those who entered the US by swimming 
across the Rio Grand) until the 60s. It is the dysfunctional United Nations 
that has been the ongoing cause of social unrest through economic 
colonialism by the richest nations in the world human society. America's 
foreign policy has created the immigration crisis. The Constitution is silent 
on immigration. The immigration problem from and through Mexico is a 
product of legislation not of the core wording of the Constitution but 
congressional legislation. Now something must be done because the White 
racist have lost control of America and there is no turning back. Trump is 
their Great White Hope, an evil man who curses the Radical Liberal Left 
teachings of Jesus and has no redeeming value except to White racists and 
the super rich. The solution is simple, shut down immigration immediately 
and then rewrite the immigration law as the nations greatest priority. And if 
this is not achieved by the elections of 2024 it will be obvious as to who are 
obstacles to a sane and sustainable immigration policy for the USA and who
are big mouth rabble rousers like Trump and his racist campaign. The 
problems of immigration are immense. The Trump supporters are mostly 
non college graduates who do not have the capacity to bring much of 
anything to the table. The other supporters of Trump are the elite White rich
who are more concerned about money than racism. But fully understand 
the need to manipulate the uneducated with their undercurrent of racism 
and economic enslavement of American workers through their false 
advertisement and now social media. The workers far out number the Red 
elites but the Reds know these uneducated can be manipulated with false 
propaganda. SHUT DOWN IMMIGRATION 100% NOW AND FORCE A JOINT 
RED AND DEMOCRAT RESOLUTION BY NOVEMBER 2024 AND THEN VOTE 
ACCORDINGLY. Dr John WorldPeace JD 230328. 

Mar 27

FRIENDS, There is a shadow issue that is going to come alive in the 2024 
election cycle. One that no one is talking about. The Alien Disclosure issue. 
It will be a break out issue. The truth is that aliens have been involved with 
planet earth for millions of years because the universe is virtually infinite in 
age and ours is not the only universe. The number of alien species is 
without number. The creation of human DNA happened about 250,000 
years ago and it continues to be manipulated. The aliens began to have a 
major presence in our present world human society after the great flood 
about 12,000 years ago. The reality of the aliens came with the efforts to 
build an atomic bomb in the early 1940's. One of the alien species helped in
the development of the Atomic Bomb. The explosion of the Atomic Bomb 
threaten the alien species who live in parallel dimensions beyond our 3 
dimension dreamscape. I can assure you that aliens are among us. There 
are hybrids that you do not recognize as non humans. People talk about 
groups of rich humans who control the world human society but I can 



assure there are levels of alien species that are the true controllers. The 
government has tried to cover the truth up since the Roswell incident in 
1947. It cannot be controlled any longer. There will certainly be chaos 
among the majority of the world human society when disclosure happens. 
Why did we quit going to the moon 50+ years ago? Because it is inhabited. 
But the future of the world human society is break away human societies 
throughout the solar system and disclosure cannot be pushed back more 
than 5 years if that much. Ask your self this. Where did all this technology 
come from? In 1926 my father was a kid on the Texas prairie with no 
running water, no electricity, no phone. Now where are we just 100 years 
later??? 

Mar 27

FRIENDS Biden is too old to do 6 more years as president. He is aging as all 
president age. And as much as the press tries to hide it out of courtesy, 
Biden is aging significantly. He is postponing his announcement because 
the longer he puts it off the shorter his campaigning will be. Biden will not 
have any challengers in the primaries. So he will not have to deal with that 
energy drain. But the real problem with Biden's age is Kamala Harris. People
can overlook Biden's age to some extent but they are forced to look at the 
consequences of his age. Who will be his VP in 2024. There are many White 
Independents and Republicans who hate Trump that will not open the door 
to a Kamala presidency. This issue alone, a potential Black Female 
President, is a significant collateral issue attached to the Biden age issue. 
Trump is going to be on top after the primaries if he is not in jail, but who is 
going to run with him? Who will look at Pence's experience with Trump and 
say "I'm in". No one. A Republican Black female is out. Nikki Halley does not
have any more energy than Kamala. I, Dr John WorldPeace JD am the only 
real choice Biden has to win if Trump wins the primaries. It is time for you to
begin to read and discuss my 18,000 page website at 
http://johnworldpeace.com. I have no peers as a candidate because my 
background is too dynamic and too significant for any Democrat to win a 
debate with me. Kamala is out so the question is who will be Biden's 
running mate in 2024??? 

Mar 27

Israel was paralyzed after hundreds of thousands of people stopped 
working Monday to protest against Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's 
unprecedented plans to overhaul the country’s judicial system. This 
followed scenes of widespread unrest Sunday night, after Netanyahu fired 
Defense Minister Yoav Gallant, who became the first member of his Likud 
Party to speak out against the proposed changes. Gallant had warned that 
divisions over the plans threatened Israel’s security: FRIENDS this revolution

https://t.co/dYPj4i7NW4


has been a long time coming. Netanyahu is finished and will go to jail 
unless he takes control of the judiciary. This is the most significant anti-
radical right government in the world to say "ENOUGH IS ENOUGH" Without 
this reversal the end of Zionist Isreal was certain. The Nazi Holocaust was 
the event that was to turn Israel into a radical global force for human civil 
rights. Instead it became a Nazi meme with their apartheid state and their 
concentration camp in Gaza. Israel can either become a global force for civil
rights or the end of the postage stamp nation of Isreal as it is swallowed up 
in a UN and USA and the NATO countries dictate of a One-State solution and
the right of return to Israel for all Palestinians in 53 Palestinian refugee 
camps in the Middle East. And as all this happens there will be a wakeup 
call in the USA and the final termination of Trump and his MAGA cancer. 
http://johnworldpeace.com 

Mar 25

Israel’s defense minister, a senior ally of Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu, called Saturday for a freeze on the government’s controversial 
attempt to remake the country’s judicial system, saying the massive 
backlash it has sparked was becoming a threat to the country’s security. 
Friends the marriage of Netanyahu with the radical ultra orthodoxed and far
right wingers has caused a rebellion of Jewish pilots which more Zionists 
fear are putting the existence of Zion in jeopardy. The power that 
Netanyahu wants is a bridge to far. The more Zion moves toward 
authoritarianism the more the liberal left are going to revolt. The American 
Zionists are liberal and are not going to support a radical fascist Zion. And 
Biden made it clear that a non-democratic Zion has no value to the US. I 
dont think the Zionists need to worry about politics in Israel but they need 
to worry about America's support of a one nation solution between the 
Zionist and the Palestinians and the end of Israel as a postage stamp state 
trying to wag the dog America. BDS Israel. The Palestinians must have a 
state so that all Palestinians can have a citizenship guaranteed by the UN 
but denied since the end of WWII. 

Mar 25

This is the third set of attacks on U.S. bases in Syria in less than two days. A
U.S. contractor was killed and another was injured along with five service 
members after a drone believed to originate from Iran attacked a facility at 
a base near Hasakah in northeastern Syria. FRIENDS it is time to end the 
negotiation of nuclear grade uranium with Iran. Go ahead and let the 
Zionist terminate the entire Iranian refining process. The US needs to open 
up the throttle and begin to just wipe out Iran supported ISIS in Syria. No 
more Mr Nice Guy. The stupid plan was Putin's brain gas to drain off 
American energy in Ukraine. We need to create a no fly zone along the 

https://t.co/dYPj4i7NW4


Easter border of Iran. Recall our ambassadors and bomb all the drone 
factories in Iran where ever located. We dont need to be fighting a half-ass 
war in Syria and Iran. We can train Ukrainian pilots in the skies over Iran 
then turn them loose in Ukraine. The biggest impact would be to kill 
Russians in Ukraine as the Russians kill buildings. WWII taught us you 
cannot appease tyrants. So lets fast forward and get serious about killing 
Russians in Ukraine. Putin started the war without provocation so it is just 
that we wipe out all Russians in Ukraine first then push them out of the 
Crimea. With Americans and NATO aggression on this level Xi is only going 
to give lip service to Putin's begging. 

Mar 25

Russia plans to station tactical nuclear weapons in neighboring Belarus, 
President Vladimir Putin said Saturday. Friends it is time for NATO to move 
tactical nukes to Latvia, Lithuainia and Poland pointed at the southern and 
eastern border of Belarus and load up the Southern border of Ukraine with 
the same. But right now we need to get some jets to Ukraine and fill the 
news with Russian Migs being shot down. Once we get our jets in place we 
need to do a massive flyover of Northen Ukraine all he way down to the 
Crimea and fill the skies over the Black sea with jets like flies on honey over
all the Russian ships. Then the next time Putin opens his Commie mouth we
need to strafe all the Russians along the battles lines in Ukraine to support 
a massive Ukrainian offensive behind and under cover of the US and NATO 
jets. That is what this war is going to come to before it ends. We need to 
push up the time table and get it done. The news today said Russia is firing 
22,000 artillery rounds a day into Ukraine and gaining no ground. Putin will 
soon hold the global title of the greatest building killer of all times. This war 
cannot go on another year. That would be insane. 

Mar 25

See photos North Korea says are from nuclear-capable underwater drone 
test. Friends I think Kim Jong-un has a fantasy to be strapped to one of his 
nuclear missiles like Slim Pickens in the movie Dr Strangelove. This guy is 
as crazy as an outhouse rat. His presides over a failed state where there is 
not enough food to eat but plenty of nukes. I think many if not the majority 
of psychiatrists would say that Kim has a very small impregnator. How is it 
that his countrymen and women put up with him. Same Same with Putin 
and the rest of the world, and the Mao wannabe Xi, and Ron Desantis and 
Greg Abbott and that nutty chick governor of South Dakota Kristi Noem. 
Trump has brought all these humans to the Red party who barely got 
through high-school and who do not have an ounce of critical thinking. I 
lived and Texas for 63 years and know well the type of people I saw at 
Trump's rally in Waco today. Nothing has changed in Texas. But for what it is



worth, I can say this one positive thing, if I have to be a soldier in the next 
war I want Red Texans and Zionists with me. 

Mar 25

Idaho governor signs legislation allowing execution by firing squad: 
FRIENDS the firing squad is more horrifying to by standers and probably 
does not register to those to be executed. And there is the reality that 
sometime Electric chairs malfunction as do gas chambers and injections. 
But I doubt a firing squad fails in its purpose. The problem here is a 
retarded governor who does not have better things to do that concern 
himself how convicts are to die. Why not use the tools of cattle butchers. 
Why not the guillotine. Few consider that after the head is severed 
consciousness does not immediately end. And there is the ritual killing of 
larger animals hung upside down and having their throats cut. Again the 
inmate only wants it to be efficient. He may be afraid of dying but I doubt 
many give thoughts to the best way to die. Governor go find a better use of 
your time. What a sick world human society we live in. 

Mar 25

TikTok users are making fun of Congress members for their questions to app
CEO Shou Chew FRIENDS every politician that votes to ban Tik Tok if they 
succeed they will become a public enemy. The avid rabid devotion to TikTok
will extract a heavy toll for those who end it in America. Americans know 
that Google, Facebook, Amazon info gathering makes TikTok look 1st grade. 
No one is going after them. If the Feds go to any of these super social 
media companies they will get a dossier about as complete as possible on 
anyone. People understand not to put passwords and other things on the 
Net and since the Murdaugh trials they know that social media and cameras
and cell phone recording everywhere is a major consideration in getting 
away with a crime. One day Siri will be called as a witness in court. I am on 
Tik Tok and I like it. And it serves my purpose. And I am 75. I gave up 
privacy when Plastic Money came on the scene. I say let the Reds carry this 
ball and see them crash and burn in 2024. 
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There are signs that DeSantis momentum may be stalling: he’s faced weeks
of relentless attacks from Trump and his allies, fellow Republicans have 
criticized him for dubbing Russia’s invasion of Ukraine “a territorial dispute”
and some recent polls have shown his support in a hypothetical GOP 
primary slipping. FRIENDS Trump is getting his bearings. You hit Trump with 
a baseball bat and he will rain down hellfire and damnation. The more 
people come to his rallies the stronger Trump will get. The stronger he gets 



the stronger he will get. When Trump is full on he will suck all the air out of 
any room. Indictments are a one day news cycle. Conviction will flow all the 
way to the 2024 Elections. Trump will go after DeSantis' wife and his kids 
and that will shut DeSantis down this election cycle and will put the fear of 
God in other contenders. Except Halley who will stay in and tread cautiously
and be the only name on the VP short list 
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The Minnesota House of Representatives passed a bill early Friday by a vote
of 68-62 that would prevent state courts or officials from complying with 
child removal requests, extraditions, arrests or subpoenas related to 
gender-affirming health care that a person receives in Minnesota. FRIENDS 
Jesus' core message was "Radical Liberal Left" meaning feed the hungry, 
shelter the homeless, heal the sick. There was nothing about a budget for 
these things. For Christians, Jesus said what you dont do for others you dont
do for me and I will send you to hell for not doing it. Mattt 25: 35. Jesus also
told the story of the Good Samaritan. Lk 10: 37. These radical right racist 
"Billion Dollar Jesus Shows" are an abomination to God and Jesus. Corporate
Christianity without an outreach for all Americans is an Abomination to God 
and Jesus. Donald Trump daily as president cursed and damned the radical 
liberal left message of Jesus. So why do Evangelical, Baptist, Fundamental 
false preachers and their congregations vote for Trump - MONEY AND 
POLITICAL POWER !!! My friends you are the final judgment for these 
politicians that claim they represent God come November 2024. Throw the 
bums out !!! Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14: 25 
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The Democratic governor of Kentucky, Andy Beshear, issued an election-
year veto Friday of a Republican bill aimed at regulating the lives of 
transgender young people, including banning access to gender-affirming 
health care and restricting the bathrooms they can use. The bill also bans 
discussion of sexual orientation and gender identity in schools and allows 
teachers to refuse to refer to transgender students by the pronouns they 
use. It easily passed the GOP-led legislature with veto-proof margins, and 
lawmakers will reconvene next week for the final two days of this year's 
session, when they could vote to override the veto. FRIENDS Trump is the 
great white hope of these White Racist Christians. This is what is driving his 
base. Nothing else matters to these people but the fact that Whites are no 
longer in the majority in America. You can see all the White white headed 
Reds in the Senate. They fully understand that America is no longer White 
and their belief that corporate Christianity is also part of the White majority.
The focus on causing pain and suffering over these gender issues is so 
much like the Civil Rights Movement of the 60s when the actions of the 



Whites in the South were more intense than theses hatred of non hetero 
sexual issues. I wrote a book "Raw White Racism" about my personal 
experiences with Southern Racism and related issues all my life. I submitted
it for the Pulitzer Prize for 2022 but did not win. I am a White radical liberal 
left follower of Jesus writing about the truth of White racism against Blacks 
since he civil war. Slavery ended but KKK intolerance for equal rights for 
Blacks is alive and well. 
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‘Frenzy buying’ at Murdaugh property as mounted antler sells for $10,000 
among other items. The auction, which was held about 100 miles away at 
Liberty Auction in Georgia, lasted over six hours, and Steven Dugger, the 
auctioneer handling the sale, told CNN that the event was “the largest 
auction I have seen here for sure.” FRIENDS I cannot imagine wanting to 
own something a convicted murderer owned. I would feel like it would infect
everything I owned with evil. Not to mention Murdaugh killed his wife and 
son. What kind of mental illness does it take to kill your son. I have seen as 
a lawyer the hatred between spouses but a person who hated their child 
enough to kill him up close? And now it seems that maybe his other son 
might have killed his gay friend. And people used to looked at me like I was 
crazy and wasting time devoting my life to increasing the peace in the 
world. 
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Donald Trump on Friday threatened “death and destruction” if he’s 
criminally charged in New York — writing the shocking social media warning
after posting an image of himself holding a baseball bat next to Manhattan 
District Attorney Alvin Bragg’s head. “They are HUMAN SCUM!” the 76-year-
old former president raged in one post asking why Bragg “refuses to do the 
right thing and ‘call it a day?’” FRIENDS the first thing I thought was that 
Trump is really worried about his world coming down on him. And there is a 
bit less anger that anyone would disrespect him. I would say this is not 
showmanship but a terroristic threat that could add another lawsuit to the 
pile. And I think that no past president would ever consider acting out like 
this. There was a time when the news would have shut him down. Not now. 
Everyone wants to be entertained and there is a hard core Trump following 
that as long as he stays their Great White Hope, the rest is irrelevant, 
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Meadows, other top Trump aides ordered to testify in Jan. 6 probe as judge 
rejects claims of executive privilege Trump's attorneys had challenged the 
subpoenas by asserting executive privilege. FRIENDS the law is that 



attorneys have no executive privilege if there is evidence that the attorney 
and POTUS conspired to break the law. Trumps lawyers will take this issue 
to the Supreme Court. Question is how much time will pass before the 
SCOTUS makes a ruling. There are more Reds on the SCt than Dems. The 
bigger picture is that to significantly increase the fairness of the courts is to 
stop any lawyer who wants to be a judge from participating in a political 
party or practicing law. After law school a judge must complete another 3 
years of study of being a judge. This is the only way the courts will be more 
just and the law will no longer reverse every time the opposing party takes 
over the Presidency and the Senate and House. My opinion is that Trump's 
unshakeable core do not have the numbers to win in 2024. But if Trump is 
elected and takes office, all these unresolved cases will terminate by a 
Trump executive order. 
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Israel passes law shielding Netanyahu from being removed amid protests 
over judicial changes: FRIENDS Israel is making its move to establish a 
Zionist Theocracy the same as the Islamic Theocracy in Iran. Biden has 
made it clear to Israel that America is their partner as a Democratic state. 
The USA has shielded the apartheid state of Zion and tolerated the Zionist 
with regards to their Palestinian concentration camp in Gaza and 53 
Palestinian refugee camps in the Middle East and the Zionist anti-Semitic 
hatred for the Semitic Palestinians but a Theocracy in Zion is a red line for 
Biden. Trump does not even know what a Theocracy is. So the Zionist bet is 
that Trump wins in 2024. But if he doesn't then I would think Biden would 
feel Zion stabbed the USA in the back after 70 years of support and would 
put all the power of the USA behind a OneState solution and put an end to 
an independent Zionist state. 
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Trump can run for president from prison. Just ask Eugene Debs. The socialist
leader was jailed for opposing World War I. It didn’t stop his presidential 
campaign. FRIENDS with "innocent until proven guilty" an indictment is 
really just a government threat. Probably anyone but Trump would see their 
campaign crash once they were indicted. But we have a whole different 
metric now. Trump is the White racist corporate Christian choice; even 
though he curses the radical liberal left core message of Jesus. He is the 
great White hope. The only thing that Trump must consider while continuing
to run will be who will his running mate be. Biden's problem is Kamala 
Harris. If Trump keeps running the chance of a Black female president with 
a Biden win and death or incapacity will move a lot of White votes to Trump.
There will be more contra Black Kamala as potential president than a 
corrupt Trump as president. Trump can't put a Black VP on his ticket. The 



fact is if Trump is found guilty he would be able to appeal for the rest of his 
term as President. So in Trump's mind the indictment is irrelevant. Not to 
mention the pardoning himself issue if he is President. 
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Climate activists target nation's big banks, urging divestment from fossil 
fuels: FRIENDS I am for anything that slows down the fossil fuels 
deteriorating the climate to everyone's detriment and so I agree that this 
will have some impact but not much. Money is the God of America and 
corporate shareholders want to maximize their return on investment. 
People are just not going to stop doing what everyone else is doing. Most 
people given the choice of doing the right or wrong thing with no 
consequences will do the wrong thing. I think the best way to deal with the 
fossil fuel companies is boycott. Like each month boycott a different 
company like Exxon then Shell etc. An immediate painless way is to stop 
buying new gas cars. 
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The Arizona Supreme Court has ruled that state law doesn’t require Gov. 
Katie Hobbs to carry out the April 6 execution of a prisoner who was 
convicted of murder: Friends I have no problem with a guilty murderer being
executed but I do have a problem with criminals getting a fair trial. I 
practiced criminal law for 20 years. 15% of those in jail should not be there.
I ran for governor of Texas in 2002 and challenged the Texas Democratic 
Party and told them that Texas would go Red if they continued their 
corruption. I was right and they put the state bar on me and I became a 
political prisoner for a year. The criminal justice system in America needs 
serious reform and so capital punishment needs to be put on hold. 
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of ancient Israel that God let the Roman destroy as well as disburse the Jews globally.
Now we have these radical right FALSE Christians trying to set up their warped 
version of the Kingdom of God - USA. White based & Puritan anti-sex laws and female
subordination. I SAY NOPE
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Zionism, set up a Palestinian Concentration camp in Gaza, persecute & murder 
Semitic Palestinians and are guilty of anti-Semitism, a lesser version of the Nazi 
holocaust. &then cry that no one likes them. Biden told Netanyahu that when Jews 
end democracy America disconnects HELLO 
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Freinds citizens like me who are 75 years old have seen these kinds of attacks from 
those in authority and then a few years later that person is being arrested for some 
criminal behavior. These laws about how Holy Rollers define sex are a religious 
matter. Beyond secular laws. 
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This is the Jim Jordan who while coach at Ohio State "saw no evil, heard no evil, spoke
no evil" regarding the infamous Dr Strauss. 6 Ohio state students called Jordan a liar 
regarding Dr Strauss assaults on young male athletes. My one word summation of 
Jordan is "greasy". 
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More Americans are openly embracing Christian nationalism — the belief that 
America was founded as a Christian nation and that government policy should be 
guided by biblical values: Friends Christian Nationalism is a lie. Jesus was asked 
specifically about support for Rome. Jesus
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asked whose face was on the money. Caesar. Give Caesar what is Caesars. Mk 12: 17. Jesus was not 
political. Christian Nationalism is a false religion. I refer you to my book : "The Third Millennium 
Second Reformation of Christianity" by Dr John WorldPeace JD. available on Amazon
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